Let p be an odd prime. In this paper, we prove that if p = 3 (mod 4) and x, y, z are integers satisfying /+/ = /, p\xyz , 0 < x < y<z, then y > 2_1/yp_2 and z -x > ip6"-3 .
Let p be an odd prime. In [1] and [2] , Inkeri showed that if x, y, z are integers satisfying (1) x" + yp = zp, gcd(x, y) = I, p\xyz, 0 < x <y < z, then y > \p p~l and z -x > (2p ' )p . In this paper, we prove the following result:
Theorem. If p = 3 (mod 4) and x, y, z are integers satisfying (I), then y > 2-l/Pp6p-2 and z_x> ,p6p-3
Proof. It is a well-known fact that ( 1 ) is impossible for p = 3, so we may assume that p > 3. We first deal with the case that p \ z. Let Ç be a pth primitive root of 1. Let S be the set of nonzero squares mod p, and let 0 = Hi&s(x +yC). Since S represents Gal(Q(Q/Q(y/=p)), it follows that 6 is an algebraic integer in Q(y/=p), so 6 = A + B^p, where A, B e \"L. Note that 0O = IXesX1 _ C2) is an algebraic integer in Q(v/z:p) with norm p ; hence, it must be ±^/z-p . From by (5) and (8). If Yx = 0, then A = 0, B = ±1, and b = 1 by (4). Since (x"+yp)/(x+y) > lp~2+ 1 , it is impossible that p > 3. Therefore Yx / 0 and 17,| > AP_3 by (9), and z = paab > p2aP+a~5 by (7). Note that a > 3 , by [5] .
We obtain z > p p~ . Using the same method, we can prove that y > p6p~2 or x > p p~2 correspond to p\y or p\x. Thus y > 2~l/pp6p~2 since 2x,py > z. Simultaneously, we have 
